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1. Overview
This year, our fifth of operation, has been a momentous year for SLH. SLH gained charitable status Oct 3,
2019, allowing us to apply for and receive new grants. SLH continues to successfully deliver the adult
fluency program, community language lessons and Elder recordings. Many people have been supported to
start and continue their language journey to fluency. This year SLH expanded its partnerships to assist a
sister organization (TKTX) through its formation, run an immersion nest, while continuing to deliver adult
fluency and record Elders. In the midst of this year, March 2020, all of Canada was changed due to the
Covid-19 pandemic. The adult lessons ran exceptionally well over zoom, as did training and meetings. The
nest program became an outdoor program and ran exceptionally well during this year.
Only three languages in Canada are creating fluency, the Mohawk, Squamish and our N" syilxčn̓ language
through the SLH program. SLH focuses on creating immersion employment and fluency for staff and
supported learners. Eight learners completed the first four-year adult fluency program in June 2019. From
June, 2019 to July 1, 2020 SLH built a new team, delivered adult fluency, Elder recording, an evening
community class, a toddler program, and assisted with creation and governance of our partner
organization immersion nest, the Ti Kwu Ti Xilx Indigenous Association (TKTX). TKTX and SLH formed an
immersion program for toddlers, run by Sʔím̓ laʔxʷ and Səxʷtu̓ m̓ s from October 2019 to July 1, 2020. It
was an amazing experience to deliver outdoor immersion nest to toddlers and mothers. In the summer of
2020, SLH and TKTX partnered to hire three young adults to receive immersion training and deliver the
nest. In September, 2020 there were 5 toddlers and 7 staff between SLH and TKTX. All received adult
fluency training by SLH. In December 30, 2020 there are 4 full-time staff at SLH, 3 FT staff at TKTX,two PT
volunteers at TKTX, and four toddlers. The four staff at SLH consist of one E.D., one principal, one assistant,
and one mother. All are participating in the adult fluency program. The 3 staff at TKTX are one mother
(E.D.), one ECE, and one assistant. The two volunteers at TKTX are two mothers. The four toddlers are
children of the three mothers in the program. In November, 2020, with the reduced administrative
burden, and the necessity to form “bubbles” due to Covid, SLH began to deliver an increased number of
adult hours and the students are thriving. The staff have gained an amazing degree of fluency. All four SLH
staff are currently studying C2 and N2 (the third and fourth texts of the Salish Curriculum).
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Adult evening program

Grouse Barnes and Michele Johnson leading an adult evening lesson

Səxʷtu̓ m̓ s teaching N1 beginner lesson to a full house in our evening program
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Lunch time in outdoor immersion nest, summer 2020

Reporting & conferences
SLH and TKTX Presented at the Celebrating Salish Conference in Spokane, March 2020, immediately prior
to the Covid lockdown. The team learned absolutely invaluable information on how to run a nest, from
the Salish leaders, Salish School of Spokane. SLH is on track with reporting to funders and partners, and
conference presentations.
Second annual “Northern Celebrating Salish” conference, planned for April 2020, was cancelled due to
Covid. In April 2021, SLH will organize a virtual conference.
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SLH & TKTX full-time staff at the Salish Conference, March, 2020, just before the Covid lockdown

2. Students

This year’s students were the 25 evening program and the 8 full time staff and contractors of SLH and
TKTX. In the evening class (Oct 2019 to June 2020), 25 adults participated in the 5.5 hours per week adult
evening class and learned N1 and C1. Each FT staff receives on average 2 hours a day of adult curriculum,
four days a week. A two-week N1 intensive was delivered to 3 new staff in August 2020. Currently (Dec 31,
2020) C2 is delivered for three hours, three mornings a week (9hrs/wk); N2 is delivered for two hours,
four afternoons a week (8hrs/wk); and N1 is delivered 3 hours a week on Fridays. This is a total of 20
hours a week of language delivery. This intensive schedule will continue unti April 2021, when we will
complete C2 and N2 and create a new schedule with newly hired employees.
Students and FT staff of SLH & TKTX August-Nov 2020
Certification
iʔ skʷists
K"aʔčnitkʷ Rachel Ritchot
Skəkm̓ xísaʔt Sofia Terbasket Funmaker
Stk$masq̓ t Skye Faye
Sta̓ ʔqʷálqs Hailey Causton
Səxʷtu̓ m̓ s Krista Lindley
Kʷkʷlal Deanna Cohen
Səxʷʕay̓n̓čút Alexis Tom
Sʔím̓ laʔxʷ Michele Johnson

Certified Teacher
B.A.
B.A.
Certified ECE
PhD

Employer

Level

Band

SLH
SLH
SLH
TKTX
TKTX
TKTX
TKTX
SLH

C2
C2
C2
C2
C2
N1
N1
N3

Lillooet
LSIB
UNB
LSIB
OKIB
OKIB
WFN
OKIB
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43
23
30
29
29
39
22
53
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Kylie Jack and Stephanie Alexis were full time learners and nest staff in the summer of 2020.
Kylie Jack and Sofia Terbasket taught language to new staff in the August 2020 N1 intensive.

New SLH & TKTX staff, at the two-week N1 intensive, August 2020.
Left to right: Skəkm̓ xísaʔt (instructor), Swʕaʔ (instructor), K"aʔčnítkʷ, Səxʷʕay̓n̓čút, Kʷkʷlal +

Marks, Films & Assessments
Oral exams are performed at the end of Nsyilxcn 1. Filmed speaking assessments are collected each year.
Students must retain 80% in both marks and attendance to maintain a seat or they will repeat the course.
Films are made each year. This year no film was made due to the higher administrative burden of
managing a nest, the changes brought on by Covid and due to the focus on training staff, running the nest,
and governance of TKTX. The most recent, Year 4 storytelling film (4 min.) Dec 10, 2018, is posted.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZxH_tJ_e_Ng&t=39s.

Classroom hours
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In the four year program we delivered 1,600 hours by delivering 11 hours per week. We completed ALL
Salish School of Spokane (Paul Creek) Nsyilxcn curriculum. N1, C1, N2, C2, N3, C3, N4. Currently we strive
for 2 hours per day, four days a week, which is 8 hours per week. At the Salish School of Spokane, they
deliver 1.5 hours per day, 5 days a week, which is 7.5 hours per week. With the TKTX nest partnership
program, we were able to get each staff member several hours a day of immersion speaking practice,
from October 2019 to November 2020. At that time we were forced by Covid-19 to separate the adult
program staff from the nest staff. At that time the adult delivery was increased by SLH. TKTX continued to
run the nest and participate in adult classes.

3. Elder recordings

Each year we collect and publish Elders stories with our precious remaining fluent Elders. This year Elders
VI was published and shared to thelanguagehouse.ca. Each year SLH publishes stories from up to seven
Fluent Elders. On average 5 hours per year. Hard copies are delivered to libraries, schools, and Band
councils. Levi Bent was recording and publishing a full-time from July 1 2019 to June 30 2020. In June 2020
our FPCC funders insisted that all in-person Elder recording be discontinued and Levi was regretfully laid
off. During his last month working with SLH, Levi published a children’s book with support from FPCC.
Currently (Dec 31, 2020), SLH is working on the Elders VII pubication. Next year, the plan is to implement a
recording strategy using microphones mailed to the Elders.

Kʷuxástmínaʔ Victor Antoine Elder, laughing while recording in 2019
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4. Financial Summary
2019-20 Most operating costs are spent on staff/contractors. We prioritize staff becoming fluent. Full time
staff for the reporting period: Michele, Levi, Krista Lindley, Skye Fay, and Carla the bookkeeper (PT). SLH
operates on approximately $200,000 per year. The main funder is FPCC. In 2019-20 the funding was
higher due to a one-time NRC grant of $95,000, expended between November and March 2020. TKTX
received $100,000 from FPCC BCLI 2019/20, and $160,000 2020/21. SLH now has charitable status and
can apply for other grants.
Grants received for year 5, Jul 1 2019-Jun 30 2020, and successfully reported on:
FPCC ILG
$60,000
FPCC-BCLI
$100,000
FPCC-ALI
$50,000
NRC
$95,000
In-kind: Adult evening students’ hours were in-kind contributions from employees of WFN, Sensisyusten
School (WFN), and others. A classroom space was donated by WFN.
Grants received for year 6, Jul 1 2020-Jun 30 2021:
FPCC Digi grant $100,000 (contract SSOS)
(confirmed, in progress)
FPCC BCLI
$100,000
(confirmed, in progress)
FPCC ILG
$60,000
(confirmed, in progress)
LAC DHCP
$50,000
(confirmed, in progress)
Vancouver Foundation $100,000/yr X 3 yrs
(received Sept 2020, in progress)
NIB
$200,000 (received for June 2020 to June 2021, and returned. Re-applying Jan 2021)
NIB was returned due to the agreement being received late, Nov 2020, with no time to make a plan.
Grants applied for year 7 for Jul 1 2021-Jun 30 2022
NIB
$200,000
LAC DHCP
$50,000
FPCC
$amounts to be announced
Vancouver
$100,000
(ongoing 100,000 confirmed)

See thumbnail sketch of finances, attached below.

5. Partnership with TKTX
Ti Kwu Ti Xilx (TKTX) partnership. This year SLH expanded its partnerships to assist a sister organization
(TKTX) through its formation, run an immersion nest, while continuing to deliver adult fluency and record
Elders. TKTX gained non-profit status in August 2019 and received its first grant in October 2019. It was a
heavy lift for SLH to run so many programs at once, and much was learned. The startup, training, and
running a nest was administratively heavy, due to the training time, hiring process, and ongoing team
building. SLH coordinated the TKTX program and they shared governance for TKTX first year of operation,
until November 2020, in order to capacity build and reduce administrative burden for TKTX. Michele
coordinated and maintained TKTX books, reports, budgeting, fundraising, hiring, training and scheduling.
The nest ran in-home until Spring 2020, then as an outdoor program for the summer of 2020. In July 2020,
an ECE was hired and a building was acquired. SLH and TKTX moved operations indoors, while retaining
outdoor classes until November 2020. As a non profit SLH is expected to deliver programs that have light
administration and it was a service to TKTX to take on its administration for their first year. In October
2020, St’aqwálqs returned from maternity leave and began to assume a managerial role. In November,
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2020, SLH and TKTX created an amicable signed agreement to divide their administration. TKTX now runs
as a successful autonomous non-profit association with grants from FPCC.
We started the nest in October 2019. For the first two months, there was Sʔim̓ laʔxʷ, Səxʷtu̓ m̓ s and one
toddler, Səxʷtu̓ m̓ s’s son, Sʔím̓ laʔxʷ (Beau).

Ti Kwu Ti X( ilx Indigenous Association (TKTX) non profit was formed Oct 2019 to run a Language Nest. From
June to June, SLH provided all fundraising, reporting, training, and governance support. SLH facilitated a
“soft start” October-December 2019. Michele, Krista, Skye, and 2 toddlers met 3 mornings a week,
operating from Krista’s living room and outdoor locations. After a few months we incorporated two
toddlers donated to the program by St’aqwalqs. All winter we operated as a morning immersion nest. In
the Spring, when Covid hit, we started training a new staff cohort over zoom, in preparation to run an
outdoor school. Sofia Terbasket and Kylie Jack were hired for the summer and became very adept at
leading children̓ s activities. SLH delivered training week for the SLH and TKTX staff in policies and
procedures, August 2020. SLH wrote the SLH and TKTX personnel handbook and staff scheduling.
The outdoor nest was wonderful. Our hearts sang to do circle time, games, and hikes in immersion with
the children. Bonds were formed and we fell in love with the language and the land. Meanwhile,
bookkeeping practices were done by SLH. In October, St’aqwalqs returned from a one year university
leave and two month maternity leave and prepared for TKTX to take over its own governance. In
November 2020 TKTX took over its own governance and SLH expects them to continue to provide
excellent immersion care, obtain daycare licensing, and maintain excellent non profit reporting,
bookkeeping, fundraising, and administration.
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TKTX and SLH continue to study language together. SLH delivers the adult fluency program. Immersion
for toddlers is delivered by TKTX. SLH will expand to deliver pre-kindergarten in the coming year. SLH and
TKTX scoured the commercial market and a suitable lease was unavailable. Together, they rented a
basement suite June 2020. In July, TKTX hired an ECE and a trainee, SLH hired a Certified teacher and a
trainee. All staff were trained throughout August, and the program ran as a full time outdoor immersion
nest from August to October 30, 2020. November 1, 2020, SLH moved its centre of operations to
Sʔim̓ laʔxʷ̓s house, due to Covid, and TKTX continued to run as an indoor program.

Sp̓ ap̓ aʔxʷíc̓a & Sʔím̓ laʔxʷ bonding through immersion play in Krista’s living room nest
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Telemark Nordic was a great destination once a week
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Once we started going outdoors, staff language learning really took off and the kids loved it
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Nest hiking crew, discovering the environment

There were 5 kids and 6 staff over the summer 2020
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K"aʔsmíw̓ t discovers puxʷpuxʷqín̓
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K"aʔsmı ̓t c̓iłtsts iʔ Síyaʔ

6. Other partnerships

Adult community language class at WFN – SLH and TKTX delivered evening classes, two nights a week. 25
people enrolled and WFN provided a space. 20 students and 10 online students October 2019-March 31,
2020. 100 hours of language delivery, including potlucks and Elder activities with Grouse Barnes. April
2020 to June 2020 was delivered over Zoom, with great success.
Other partners: WFN and ONA continue to provide support letters. WFN is interested in maintaining a
dialogue with SLH. OIB Language House is going strong with six learners, two days a week. Salish School of
Spokane continues to be a strong partner, providing curriculum and mentorship. SSoS is being contracted
to complete the deliverables of a FPCC digitization grant, administered through SLH.

7. Recommendations & Action Items
The strenghts of the program are: the adult fluency hours, the outdoor immersion program, successful
fundraising, and student retention. We are seeing real gains in adult fluency. The challenges of the
program are the weight of administration time, as mentioned above. SLH will recruit a suitable applicant
to take on funding reporting, grants administration, and communications. TKTX will manage their
administration as well as their program. During the time of Covid, SLH staff have been in 17 hours a week
of language training, preparing to teach a small kindergarten in the spring of 2021. SLH will recruit a new
team and deliver a large intensive to a cohort over zoom, starting in April 2021.
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Action items:
• Continue to support the growth and governance of TKTX
o ongoing mentorship and lateral kindness training
o ongoing adult fluency for TKTX staff
• Continue to build fluency of SLH & TKTX staff through daily lessons
• Organize on-line “Northern Celebrating Salish” Conference, with FPCC funding, Apr. 2021
• Applied for NIB (more staff/stipended learners for 2021) Jan 15, 2021
• Run adult evening beginner classes at WFN (TKTX is doing an N1 class)
• Stay small and effective … grow SLH to 12 staff
• Deliver part-time Kindergarten to two children, May-June 2021
o adult fluency training blends with children’s fluency
o deliver Kindergarten starting September 2021
o as workshops in partnership with home-schooling model
• Nest to a school by 2023 … our toddlers need a school J
• Recruit and hire another certified teacher and a funding manager/communications
• Recruit 24 adult learners, plan, advertise, fundraise and deliver 2021 zoom intensive
o 3 hrs/day X 4 days a week X 1 year April 2021-April 2022
o present to C&C, invite WFN participants
o invite SLH and TKTX staff, invite families
o all learners receive an education stipend
way’ lim̓ lm̓ t thank you,

Sʔímlaʔxw Michele Johnson PhD
Executive Director, Syilx Language House

th

END of 5 Annual Report
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